F ollowing the transfer of scientific knowledge into industry and the economy is a growing priority for governments and research funding agencies. In this Nature Index supplement we explore the connection between high-quality research and the development and commercialization of new products and services.
A variety of metrics and measurements are used to follow the path of an idea as it becomes an invention -from papers and patents, to case studies and corporate revenue. In this supplement, we consider data from the index, an indicator of high-quality science, with data from the Lens platform, an open patent database that links scholarly articles to the patents in which they have been cited (see Tables, page  S33 ). When a patent document cites a research paper, we can infer that the scholarly work may have influenced or enabled the invention. In this way these citations can be viewed as a proxy for industry's reliance on scientific knowledge.
A perfect illustration of this correlation is the work of biochemist Michael Sporn, page S16. More than half of his papers published between 1959 and 2006 have been cited in patents, which have in turn led to numerous drugs in clinical development for cancer, fibrosis and other diseases. One paper by bioinformatician, David Lipman, and his team reported on a database that allowed researchers to search for or compare DNA sequences. The paper has been cited by more than 4,900 patent families, according to the Lens database, which links more than 100 million publicly available patent documents to more than a million scholarly articles. On page S8, Lens founder Richard Jefferson argues that linking these corpora in a free, open, private and secure format encourages scientists and investors to discover and build bridges with other actors in the innovation system.
For another perspective on the link between research and innovation, the tables also rank a selection of high-performing institutions in the index, based on their patent numbers relative to their published research output.
New tools to understand science-technology links beyond papers and patents are also in development. An example is a programme in the United States that traces highly-skilled researchers as they move through the job market (see page S23). This undertaking is revealing a more complete picture of the interdependence between research, industry and the economy.
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